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Introduction: The Vision for Space Exploration
gives a direction for NASA to return to the Moon and
going beyond to Mars. However, before we send any
humans to Mars, we need to bring Martian samples
back to earth for thorough scientific and toxicity analysis. Bringing even a smallest sample back from Mars
will be more beneficial than doing any type of in-situ
analysis. This is because in-situ investigation rely on
instruments which have to be smaller, lighter, and
power efficient and that means that scientific measurements are compromised.
When developing any space missions the risk of
failure probably is one of the main factors reviewers
take into account when deciding whether a mission
will fly or not. The risk factor is directly linked to a
number of actuators on the spacecraft and especially
those that lie along a single point of failure (i.e. have
no redundancy). That is if a mechanism fails, the subsystem, system, or even a mission fails. Hence many
critical actuators or mechanisms have back ups (redundancy). Redundancy inevitably equates to higher
mass and cost, which means less mass or budget for
other instruments or subsystems. Thus, the best spacecraft design will tend towards the least number of actuators or mechanisms.

then fill up with regolith. With one puff of gas we can
then lift the soil enclosed within each tube to a sampling chamber onboard of the Mars Ascent Vehicle. At
the same time, an additional chamber can be opened to
acquire atmospheric gas and dust. The entire MSR will
require; 1) one actuator to open/close a sampling
chamber and 2) one valve to open the gas cylinder.
All mechanical systems for the proposed sampling
acquisition system exist. Valves and gas canisters have
been flown for the past 30 years and can be acquired in
any size and from many vendors. There are many actuators that have been flight qualified and were flown
before (any system that has to be deployed etc. has a
mechanical actuator). We estimate the valve, tubing,
tubing connectors, and chamber actuator for this sampling system is <1 kg.
The regolith sample can be either a primary sample
or a contingency sample in case the primary sampling
system (scoop, drill etc.) malfunctions.

Pneumatic Sampling of Regolith: We are proposing a Mars Sample Return scheme whereby a sample
of soil is acquired directly into a Mars Ascent Vehicle
using a pneumatic system (Figure 1). Unlike prior developments that used atmospheric pressure to collect
fines (a true vacuum cleaner), the system proposed
herein uses positive pressure with a “leaky” seal at the
sample acquisition point in order to generate a dusty
gas at a pressure greater than ambient. This positive
pressure dusty gas is readily transported through a
collection tube back to a collection area by controlling
where the dusty gas is vented in the system out to the
lower pressure environment. Particles are retained in a
collection chamber.
In the simplest scenario, we envisage one pneumatic tube to be embedded inside each of the 3 legs of
the lander, for a total of 3 pneumatic tubes in total.
With this type of deployment a level of redundancy is
built into the system. For example, in case one of the
legs lands on a rock the other two pneumatic tubes in
the other legs will still be functional. Upon landing,
the legs will inevitably bury themselves into the Martian regolith. The tubes within each of the legs will

Figure 1. A schematic diagram showing components of the
MarsVac: pneumatic sampling of regolith.
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Regolith Sampling Procedures: Figure 2 shows
steps involved in acquiring a regolith sample.
1.

Compressed gas cylinder releases a pulse of gas

2.

Gas travels down lander leg strut

3.

Gas is expelled through the lander leg pad nozzle
into the regolith

4.

Regolith is pushed up the second leg strut towards
the lander deck

5.

Regolith reached sample intake manifold where it
combines with two other sample sources

6.

Regolith from all three lander pads is pushed up
into the sample canister
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of 1 atmosphere). The lack of atmosphere makes a
tremendous difference in efficiencies of pneumatic
sample transfer. A canister with 20 gram of N2 at 200
psi can easily fit inside the palm of a hand, with the
gas in this canister being used to lift a few kilograms
of regolith for sample collection, i.e. more than required for the MSR; MSR requires around 60 grams of
regolith [2].
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Figure 2: path of regolith from below the lander leg to a
MAV sampling chamber.
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4.

Gas flow down lander leg strut from gas cylinder
Gas travels down outer tube of collection nozzle
Gas passes through side holes in inner tube of
collection nozzle, forcing regolith upwards
Regolith takes the path of least resistance, moving
up the inner tube, through the lander leg strut and
up to the lander deck, where it is then collected

Proof of Concept: In the most recent study (Figure
4), we have shown that it is possible to lift over 5000
grams of lunar soil with only 1 gram of gas at 10 psia
[1]. All experiments were conducted inside a vacuum
chamber with atmospheric pressures ranging from 1-5
torr (i.e. range of Martian pressures) and at 1G and
1/6th G. These high leveraging ratios of 1:5000 exist
because the gas exiting a pressurized canister works
against almost zero back pressure (in a terrestrial environment, the compressed gas expands into a pressure
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Figure 3. Lander Pad Collection Nozzle Concept and Flow of
Gas and Regolith in Lander Pad Nozzle.
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Figure 3 illustrates the flow of gas and regolith. Red
arrows denote the flow of gas, while green arrows
show the path of regolith. The flow of gas and regolith
would likely be as follows:
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Figure 4. Test data showing amount of soil lifted per 1 gram of
N2 gas injected, as a function of nitrogen gas injected .
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